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Condensed, fast, secure and controlled storage
 
The Hänel Rotomat efficiently creates sterile, surgical storage. The Rotomat's closed storage environment reduces
the risk of contamination due to damaged wraps and compromised trays — it also reduces the risk of
environmental contamination. And the Rotomat is especially suited for storing heavy anodized aluminum
containers that store sterilized surgical instruments.
 
Hänel's advanced inventory management options help control inventory. The Rotomat also reduces your storage
footprint with its efficient use of vertical space, opening up valuable floor space.

Enormous space savings
Simple operation
Items protected during storage
Shortened retrieval times with safe, error-free retrieval
Outstanding ergonomics - no walking, bending, stretching, or ladder climbing
High efficiency and cost savings

Hänel Video See how Kraftwerks can help

Flexibility in clean rooms
 
Clean room environments enable organizations to control, monitor, and maintain pristine air quality and surfaces.
And controlling parameters like temperature, pressure, humidity, and elimination of pollutants are of the utmost
importance in these critically controlled environments.
 
InPlant modular clean rooms are adaptable. Wall panels integrate easily with the stringent equipment for clean
room requirements with various ISO-ratings and clean room classifications — class 1000 cleanroom(+). InPlant
uses 3˝ steel building systems (standard, heavy-duty steel, or all-purpose aluminum), ideal for load-bearing
applications, rooms requiring more insulation, and sound attenuation. Modular clean rooms provide diverse
advantages over brick and mortar clean rooms.

Cost effective
Easy to install
Built and ‘online’ faster than brick and mortar clean rooms
Increased flexibility
Can be re-used and/or moved to a different location quickly and easily

This article, found on pharmamanufacturing.com makes for some interesting reading:
The Next Generation of Clean Rooms
By Ronald A. Rader, Senior Director, Technical Research, BioPlan Associates, Dec 06, 2019

InPlant Building Elements See how Kraftwerks can help

Safe, reliable transport...and storage
 
Eagle MHC offers a variety of products for the healthcare, life sciences, laboratory, and clean room equipment
industries.
 
Their transport and storage carts were specifically designed to prevent common problems including wheels that
wobble, steering difficulties, and doors that pop open. Eagle MHC carts easily fit into tight spaces due to their
special free-swiveling 6” stainless steel supported casters. Because of the rigid stainless steel frame, vibration is
reduced for smooth transport — which also reduces wear and tear on latches. Heavy-duty hinges are self-
lubricating for durability under repeated use. Adjustable shelf guides keep the shelves (available in wire, solid, or
perforated designs) from hitting the back of the cart.
 
Other Eagle MHC products include:

Wire shelving and carts
Stainless steel worktables
Stainless steel countertops
Lab sinks
Stainless steel clean room equipment

           Eagle MHC Surgical Carts Video        How can Kraftwerks help?

Safe separation 
 
Patients, customers, and employees must be confident that they are safe and separated from other individuals.
Installing shields/guards for distancing can help employees and visitors know that steps have been taken to keep
them safe.
 
Barbican has a full line of separation shields/guards to suit just about any workplace environment. There are a
variety of shields/guards available for use atop desks, counters, and tables; standing and hanging panels; and
even dividers for partitions/cubicles. Guards are made from PETG material that ensures they are durable and can
be safely disinfected with health grade antimicrobial cleaners, and Barbican uses a special removable adhesive for
mounting the shields/guards.

           Barbican Shield/Guard Gallery         How can Kraftwerks help?

 

 

Read our case study to learn how Kraftwerks designed and built state-of-the-art research labs for graduate
students, postdoc, and faculty in the UB Renew program at SUNY Buffalo.

Case Study: UB RENEW

Did you know...Kraftwerks can engineer a solution, integrating all the products
mentioned in this newsletter and more?
 
Learn More
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